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Abstract

Arabic keyphrase extraction is a crucial task due to the significant and growing amount of Arabic text on the web generated by
a huge population. It is becoming a challenge for the community of Arabic natural language processing because of the severe
shortage of resources and published processing systems. In this paper we propose a deep learning based approach for Arabic
keyphrase extraction that achieves better performance compared to the related competitive approaches. We also introduce the
community with an annotated large-scale dataset of about 6000 scientific abstracts which can be used for training, validating and
evaluating deep learning approaches for Arabic keyphrase extraction.
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1. Introduction

A keyphrase (KP) is a phrase composed of one or more words (usually up to five) that manifest a main idea or topic
of a natural language text document [41]. The objective of any automatic keyphrase extraction (KPE) mechanism is
to compile a condensed list of high quality KPs for a given document.

Considering that a massive amount of text documents is produced daily, KPE received more attention as a sup-
portive task in different fields of Natural Language Processing (NLP), information retrieval, document clustering,
data-mining, text summarization, and text classification [19, 15, 11].

Typically, KPE systems have two sequential phases: candidate KPs identification, then candidate KPs ranking and
selection. In the candidate KPs identification, a set of potential KPs is extracted from the text according to some
morphological, syntactical [5] and spatial features. After that, every candidate KP is assigned a score, which reflects
its expressiveness according to statistical and semantic measures of its document. Finally, the top KPs are selected.
Many paradigms have been developed to tackle KPE task including machine learning , and graph based methods
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[42, 40, 7]. These systems need the features for ranking and selecting KPs to be predetermined before running the
system. These features cannot be learnt or modified during the system lifetime. It is difficult to enumerate all of the
associated features for a specific domain as many linguistic, statistical, and external knowledge about the text should
be exploited.

Deep learning (DL) [29] techniques introduced promising approaches for various NLP tasks, which do not require
predetermined features. Since Deep Learning approaches require huge datasets to train its models, KPE approaches
based on this methodology [31, 6] are designed and developed for English text.

However, in our planet we have a population of about 400 million Arabic native speakers in 28 countries and about
1.7 billion Muslim who are using Arabic as ritual language. Therefore, Arabic KPE is a crucial task due to revolution
in the Arabic digital content, especially after Arab Spring, and the emerging needs for annotating and classifying this
content.

Moreover, Arabic language has specific characteristics [14], which do not exist in western languages like English,
and should be considered when the Arabic text is being processed. These characteristics include diglossia, aggluti-
native nature, nonconcatenative morphological, ambiguity and high polysemy [18]. To the best of our knowledge, no
DL-based approach targeting Arabic KPE task has been reported.

To fill this gap, in this paper we introduce a large-scale dataset suitable for training and testing Arabic KPE models
especially DL approaches. We believe that this is the first work which introduce such a dataset. We then propose a
DL approach for extracting high quality KPs from Arabic text. The architecture is based on Bidirectional Long Short-
Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) Recurrent Neural Network, which is able to exploit previous and future context of a given
word in text. The experimental Evaluation shows that the proposed approach outperforms competitive methods. The
dataset is available1 to share them with the community so they can take the opportunity to develop new DL strategies
for this task.

2. Related Work

Deep Learning achieved good performance in various NLP tasks including, but not limited to, Language model-
ing [25], Automatic machine translation (AMT) [12, 17], Named Entity Recognition [28], Sentiment analysis [16],
Question answering [37], and lately KPE [44, 6, 31].

DL has been recently taken into consideration for KPE. As mentioned before, The presented DL approaches are
devoted for English language, because of abundance of resources created for developing DL systems, e.g., training
datasets and word embeddings.

Zhang et al. [44] proposed a novel deep recurrent neural network (RNN) model to tackle the problem of extracting
important KPs from tweets where the length restrictions of Twitter-like sites make the performance of existing KPE
systems decrease clearly. Tweet length is about 140 characters where the mean size of documents in most of the KPE
datasets is more than 500 words [27, 20]. In addition, a huge dataset of tweets was constructed to evaluate the proposed
approach.

Basaldella et al. [6] introduced proposed a Deep Long-Short Term Memory Neural Network approach to extract
KPs from scientific documents. Since the system does not require hand-craft features dedicated for a specific field, it
can be utilized in a wide range of domains. The system has been evaluated on INSPEC dataset [22].

DL was utilized in KP generation and assignment, where the system can recognize KPs that do not exist in the
document, and takes into account the actual semantic meaning behind the text. Meng et al. [31] introduced a generative
model (deep keyphrase generation) for KP prediction with an encoder-decoder framework. The authors built a dataset
consists of 20,000 scientific documents to train and evaluate the system.

For sake of completeness, Deep Learning has been also employed in few areas in Arabic NLP like text categoriza-
tion [23], sentiment analysis [4], and question answering [38]. As far as we know, there is not a system which employs
DL approaches in KPE from Arabic text.

1 http://ailab.uniud.it/arabickpe/
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[42, 40, 7]. These systems need the features for ranking and selecting KPs to be predetermined before running the
system. These features cannot be learnt or modified during the system lifetime. It is difficult to enumerate all of the
associated features for a specific domain as many linguistic, statistical, and external knowledge about the text should
be exploited.

Deep learning (DL) [29] techniques introduced promising approaches for various NLP tasks, which do not require
predetermined features. Since Deep Learning approaches require huge datasets to train its models, KPE approaches
based on this methodology [31, 6] are designed and developed for English text.

However, in our planet we have a population of about 400 million Arabic native speakers in 28 countries and about
1.7 billion Muslim who are using Arabic as ritual language. Therefore, Arabic KPE is a crucial task due to revolution
in the Arabic digital content, especially after Arab Spring, and the emerging needs for annotating and classifying this
content.

Moreover, Arabic language has specific characteristics [14], which do not exist in western languages like English,
and should be considered when the Arabic text is being processed. These characteristics include diglossia, aggluti-
native nature, nonconcatenative morphological, ambiguity and high polysemy [18]. To the best of our knowledge, no
DL-based approach targeting Arabic KPE task has been reported.

To fill this gap, in this paper we introduce a large-scale dataset suitable for training and testing Arabic KPE models
especially DL approaches. We believe that this is the first work which introduce such a dataset. We then propose a
DL approach for extracting high quality KPs from Arabic text. The architecture is based on Bidirectional Long Short-
Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) Recurrent Neural Network, which is able to exploit previous and future context of a given
word in text. The experimental Evaluation shows that the proposed approach outperforms competitive methods. The
dataset is available1 to share them with the community so they can take the opportunity to develop new DL strategies
for this task.

2. Related Work

Deep Learning achieved good performance in various NLP tasks including, but not limited to, Language model-
ing [25], Automatic machine translation (AMT) [12, 17], Named Entity Recognition [28], Sentiment analysis [16],
Question answering [37], and lately KPE [44, 6, 31].

DL has been recently taken into consideration for KPE. As mentioned before, The presented DL approaches are
devoted for English language, because of abundance of resources created for developing DL systems, e.g., training
datasets and word embeddings.

Zhang et al. [44] proposed a novel deep recurrent neural network (RNN) model to tackle the problem of extracting
important KPs from tweets where the length restrictions of Twitter-like sites make the performance of existing KPE
systems decrease clearly. Tweet length is about 140 characters where the mean size of documents in most of the KPE
datasets is more than 500 words [27, 20]. In addition, a huge dataset of tweets was constructed to evaluate the proposed
approach.

Basaldella et al. [6] introduced proposed a Deep Long-Short Term Memory Neural Network approach to extract
KPs from scientific documents. Since the system does not require hand-craft features dedicated for a specific field, it
can be utilized in a wide range of domains. The system has been evaluated on INSPEC dataset [22].

DL was utilized in KP generation and assignment, where the system can recognize KPs that do not exist in the
document, and takes into account the actual semantic meaning behind the text. Meng et al. [31] introduced a generative
model (deep keyphrase generation) for KP prediction with an encoder-decoder framework. The authors built a dataset
consists of 20,000 scientific documents to train and evaluate the system.

For sake of completeness, Deep Learning has been also employed in few areas in Arabic NLP like text categoriza-
tion [23], sentiment analysis [4], and question answering [38]. As far as we know, there is not a system which employs
DL approaches in KPE from Arabic text.

1 http://ailab.uniud.it/arabickpe/
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Fig. 1: An Example of the dataset where each keyphrase is colored to indicate where it exists in the abstract and title.

3. Arabic Keyphrase Dataset

There is not any large-scale dataset for Arabic KPE that can be used to train, validate and test a deep learning
model. We found only three small publicly available datasets:

• Arabic Keyphrase Extraction Corpus (AKEC) [20]: The corpus consists of 160 Arabic documents and their
assigned KPs. The authors employed the crowdsourcing platform of Crowdflower to construct the collection
with the support of 226 workers. AKEC2 is the first dataset which is not customized or annotated by the authors
of the KPE system.
• Arabic Dataset3 [1]: the dataset contains 400 documents and covers 18 different topics. All of the documents

were assigned to six readers only to read and extract 10 KPs for each.
• WikiAll [13]: it is composed of 100 documents collected from Arabic Wikipedia4. The average size of document

is 804 word and the average number of assigned KPs per document is 8.1. The documents are not preprocessed
or organized in categories. Moreover, the metadata of Wikipedia are still there in the documents text.

Since these datasets are fairly small (total number of documents is about 660 document), they can not be used as
training datasets. They may be employed as test sets. Therefore, we started to build a large dataset of the scientific
articles abstracts written and published in Arabic language.

We targeted web sites of the scientific journals of the Arabic universities and some Arabic literature publishers to
crawl the abstracts available freely with their keyphrases, titles, and topics. A set of 6219 abstracts has been crawled.
The total number of KPs assigned by authors is 26,685 with 15,730 KP that appear verbatim in text and 10,955 KP
do not exist in the abstracts text. Finally, we removed all of the absent KPs and exclude the documents which have no
assigned KPs. The total number of documents after preprocessing became about 6000 documents.The total number of
words in the dataset text is 1,223,723 word, and the vocabulary size is 68,108 unique word.

The collection of abstracts was arbitrarily split into three sets: a training set (used during building and training
the model), contains about 4,000 documents, a validation set (to evaluate the various model cases with different
parameters, and select the best performing one), consists of about 1,000 documents, and a test set (to obtain impartial
results of different systems) with the remaining 1,000 abstracts. The dataset is stored in JSON format where each item
(document) of the dataset contains title, abstract, keyphrases and the topic the item belongs to. Figure 1 shows an
example of a dataset item.

Table 1 shows statistics about the dataset. Where Docs refers to the total number of documents in every item. KPs is
the total number of KPs verbally exist in the text. Words is the summation of all words within the documents whether
it is repeated or not. Vocabulary is the number of unique words i.e. without repetition. Finally, the table presents the
maximum, minimum, average, and median value for document size (Doc size), in words, and the number of KPs (No.
of KPs) assigned for documents.

2 https://github.com/ailab-uniud/akec
3 https://github.com/logmani/ArabicDataset
4 https://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/

4 Author name / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2018) 000–000

Table 1: Statistical information of our dataset.

Training Validation Test

Docs 4000 1000 1000
KPs 10582 2583 2565
Words 1026938 195630 196785
Vocabulary 62204 24424 24373

Doc size

Max 994 761 634
Min 25 45 31
Avg 210 207.24 209.12
Med 195 194 194

No. of KPs

Max 11 9 13
Min 1 1 1
Avg 2.69 2.74 2.72
Med 3 3 3

To determine whether our dataset is comparable to the well-established English datasets, we compare the total
number of KPs, present KPs, and absent KPs of our dataset against four English datasets. The comparison is presented
in Table 2. The four author-assigned keyphrases English datasets are:

• Krapivin [26]: includes about 2,304 high quality documents representing scientific articles from computer sci-
ence domain. It was dedicated for training and evaluating machine learning-based KPE approaches.
• NUS [35]: consists of 211 conference articles, with a length range of 4-12 pages. The documents were converted

into plain text format and originally downloaded using Google SOAP API as PDF documents. Volunteers were
recruited to assign KPs to each document which allows multiple judgments beside the author-assigned KPs.
• Inspec [22]: is a collection of 2,000 abstracts, with their corresponding titles and KPs from Inspec5 which is an

indexing database of scientific and technical literature, published by the Institution of Engineering and Tech-
nology (IET)6. The dataset was randomly divided into three parts: a training set consisting of 1,000 documents,
a validation set consisting of 500 documents, and a test set with the remaining 500 abstracts.
• SemEval-2010 [24]: it is composed of 288 documents collected from ACM Digital Library. The dataset was con-

structed for evaluating participant systems of Task 5 of the Workshop on Semantic Evaluation 2010 (SemEval-
2010)7. The size of the documents ranges from 6 to 8 pages from a variety of different topics. The collection is
divided into three parts: training (144 documents), test (100 documents) and trial (40 documents).

4. The Proposed System

A DL model was developed based on LSTM. We utilized an existing general purpose Arabic word embeddings for
training the model. The description of the system components will be discussed in the following subsections.

4.1. Word Embeddings

Word embedding simply map the words or phrases of natural text into vectors of real numbers. The main two ap-
proaches available for building word embeddings from raw text are: GloVe [36] and word2vec model [32]. Word2vec,
in turn, has two approaches for computing the word vectors, the skip-gram which predicts the context-words from a
given source word, and Continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) which predicts a word given its context window [33].

5 https://inspecdirect.theiet.org/
6 https://www.theiet.org/
7 http://semeval2.fbk.eu/semeval2.php?location=tasks#T6
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4. The Proposed System

A DL model was developed based on LSTM. We utilized an existing general purpose Arabic word embeddings for
training the model. The description of the system components will be discussed in the following subsections.

4.1. Word Embeddings

Word embedding simply map the words or phrases of natural text into vectors of real numbers. The main two ap-
proaches available for building word embeddings from raw text are: GloVe [36] and word2vec model [32]. Word2vec,
in turn, has two approaches for computing the word vectors, the skip-gram which predicts the context-words from a
given source word, and Continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) which predicts a word given its context window [33].

5 https://inspecdirect.theiet.org/
6 https://www.theiet.org/
7 http://semeval2.fbk.eu/semeval2.php?location=tasks#T6
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Table 2: Comparison of present and absent
keyphrases percentage: four English datasets [31]
and our dataset.

Dataset #Keyphrase % Present % Absent

Inspec 19,275 55.69 44.31
Krapivin 2,461 44.74 55.26
NUS 2,834 67.75 32.25
SemEval 12,296 42.01 57.99
Our dataset 26,685 58.95 41.05
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Fig. 2: Model architecture

All NLP researchers of the Arabic DL systems build customized Word embedding for their applications and most
of them are not published [9, 3, 2]. However, we found two public global word embedding sets; the first one uses
Glove and Word2Vec with vector size of 300 only [43], the second one is called AraVec and uses the Word2Vec
approach with three different vector sizes (e.g. 300, 100, and 50) [39]. We decided to use AraVec for our system since
the first one includes bigram phrases which are not required in our pipeline.

4.2. Model Architecture

KPE is performed by the following procedure: the document text is preprocessed to represent the text in the form
of separated words. Preprocessing Arabic text includes removing Arabic diacritics (which represent short vowels and
consonant), normalizing different shapes of Arabic characters into a single shape (i.e Alef letter has different shapes:
�
� � �� �

�
� which is normalized to � ), finally, segmenting the text into single tokens (Arabic word may contain more

than one token or word) using Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit [30]. Table 3 shows different forms of Arabic text during
preprocessing. Then, the documents are divided into sentences and associate the tokens with the word embedding
representation.

Let the input tokens of word embedding represented as {x1, ..., xn}, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) determines
the output vector of each token by iteration.

The embedding layer works as a lookup table that transforms discrete features such as the words of Arabic text
into continuous real-valued vector representations, which are then concatenated and provided to the neural network.
Instead of a feed-forward network, we utilize the bi-directional long-short term memory (BLSTM) network.

KPE can be considered as sequential labeling task which involves the algorithmic assignment of a categorical
label to each member of a sequence of observed values. In such task, a bi-directional LSTM model can take into
consideration an adequately enormous amount of context on both sides of a word and erase limited context problem
that applies to any feed-forward model.

6 Author name / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2018) 000–000

Table 4: Comparison results on our dataset.

Top 5 KPs Top 10 KPs Top 15 KPs
Approach P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 MAP
TF-IDF 0.170 0.255 0.204 0.085 0.256 0.128 0.057 0.256 0.093 0.255

KP-Miner 0.201 0.303 0.242 0.101 0.304 0.151 0.067 0.305 0.110 0.303
Our System 0.305 0.444 0.361 0.208 0.588 0.308 0.160 0.671 0.258 0.471

The Bidirectional LSTM network adopts the future context. In fact, with this architecture we are able to make use
of both past context and future context of a specific word. It consists of two separate hidden layers; it computes the
forward hidden sequence then, it computes the backward hidden sequence and finally, it combines forward hidden
sequence and backward hidden sequence to generate the output. The combination (concat) layer is connected to a
softmax output layer with three neurons for each word. The three neurons are associated with three possible output
classes, which respectively mark tokens that are not keyphrases, the first token of a keyphrase, and the internal tokens
of a keyphrase. A dropout technique was implemented between Bi-LSTM and the dense layer to prevent overfitting.
Figure 2 shows the basic structure of the model.

4.3. Model Implementation

We have used Keras8 with Tensorflow9 as a backend. That in turn allowed us to employ CUDA10 to train our neural
network using GPU framework (GeForce GTX 1080 Ti Graphics Card)11. After trying different configurations for the
network, we obtained the best results with a size of 150 neurons for the Bi-LSTM layer, 150 neurons for the hidden
dense layer, and a value of 0.25 for the dropout layers. During the training of our network, we used Root Mean Square
Propagation optimization algorithm and batch size of 32. The early stopping rule in Keras on embedding is used to
terminate the training process when the training loss does not decrease for two consecutive epochs.

5. Evaluation and Experimental Results

The evaluation experiments were conducted on two datasets, our test dataset and WikiAll dataset [13]. We choose
WikiAll as an evaluation dataset, because it has been used by most of the published Arabic KPE systems.

The first experiment was carried out using our test dataset. We compare the performance of our system against two
available published systems: The first one is Distiller TF-IDF (D-TF-IDF) [8] which is a pipeline implemented within
the Distiller framework for extracting KPs using the simple statistical approach of Term FrequencyInverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF). Distiller [10] is a knowledge extraction framework which provide a flexible, multilingual KPE
functionalities for about five languages, one of them is Arabic. The second system is KP-Miner [13] which is based on
an unsupervised approach for KPE. It does not need to be trained on a particular document set in order to achieve its
task. KP-Miner can extract KPs from a single document or a corpus of documents. Its heuristic rules can be configured
to suit the document domain and user understandings of the document nature.

We check the systems performance over the top 5, 10 and 15 candidates KPs returned by each system. The lem-
matized versions of the returned KPs are matched with the lemmatized KPs assigned to the dataset documents. Then,
we calculated the Precision (P), Recall (R), F1-score (F1), and Mean Average Precision (MAP) as evaluation metrics.
Table 4 shows these comparison results where our system achieves higher performance.

The second experiment was conducted on WikiAll dataset. We compare the performance in term of Precision,
Recall and Average number of correct detected KPs (Avg. Keys) which are used by the competitive systems. Table 5
shows the performances of five different approaches and our approach. The five approaches are KP-Miner [13], Arabic
TF-IDF, Word2Vec, Hyprid model [34], and MorphKE [21].

8 https://keras.io/
9 https://www.tensorflow.org/

10 https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-toolkit
11 https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/geforce/products/10series/geforce-gtx-1080-ti/
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All NLP researchers of the Arabic DL systems build customized Word embedding for their applications and most
of them are not published [9, 3, 2]. However, we found two public global word embedding sets; the first one uses
Glove and Word2Vec with vector size of 300 only [43], the second one is called AraVec and uses the Word2Vec
approach with three different vector sizes (e.g. 300, 100, and 50) [39]. We decided to use AraVec for our system since
the first one includes bigram phrases which are not required in our pipeline.

4.2. Model Architecture

KPE is performed by the following procedure: the document text is preprocessed to represent the text in the form
of separated words. Preprocessing Arabic text includes removing Arabic diacritics (which represent short vowels and
consonant), normalizing different shapes of Arabic characters into a single shape (i.e Alef letter has different shapes:
�
� � �� �

�
� which is normalized to � ), finally, segmenting the text into single tokens (Arabic word may contain more

than one token or word) using Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit [30]. Table 3 shows different forms of Arabic text during
preprocessing. Then, the documents are divided into sentences and associate the tokens with the word embedding
representation.

Let the input tokens of word embedding represented as {x1, ..., xn}, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) determines
the output vector of each token by iteration.

The embedding layer works as a lookup table that transforms discrete features such as the words of Arabic text
into continuous real-valued vector representations, which are then concatenated and provided to the neural network.
Instead of a feed-forward network, we utilize the bi-directional long-short term memory (BLSTM) network.

KPE can be considered as sequential labeling task which involves the algorithmic assignment of a categorical
label to each member of a sequence of observed values. In such task, a bi-directional LSTM model can take into
consideration an adequately enormous amount of context on both sides of a word and erase limited context problem
that applies to any feed-forward model.
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Table 4: Comparison results on our dataset.

Top 5 KPs Top 10 KPs Top 15 KPs
Approach P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 MAP
TF-IDF 0.170 0.255 0.204 0.085 0.256 0.128 0.057 0.256 0.093 0.255

KP-Miner 0.201 0.303 0.242 0.101 0.304 0.151 0.067 0.305 0.110 0.303
Our System 0.305 0.444 0.361 0.208 0.588 0.308 0.160 0.671 0.258 0.471

The Bidirectional LSTM network adopts the future context. In fact, with this architecture we are able to make use
of both past context and future context of a specific word. It consists of two separate hidden layers; it computes the
forward hidden sequence then, it computes the backward hidden sequence and finally, it combines forward hidden
sequence and backward hidden sequence to generate the output. The combination (concat) layer is connected to a
softmax output layer with three neurons for each word. The three neurons are associated with three possible output
classes, which respectively mark tokens that are not keyphrases, the first token of a keyphrase, and the internal tokens
of a keyphrase. A dropout technique was implemented between Bi-LSTM and the dense layer to prevent overfitting.
Figure 2 shows the basic structure of the model.

4.3. Model Implementation

We have used Keras8 with Tensorflow9 as a backend. That in turn allowed us to employ CUDA10 to train our neural
network using GPU framework (GeForce GTX 1080 Ti Graphics Card)11. After trying different configurations for the
network, we obtained the best results with a size of 150 neurons for the Bi-LSTM layer, 150 neurons for the hidden
dense layer, and a value of 0.25 for the dropout layers. During the training of our network, we used Root Mean Square
Propagation optimization algorithm and batch size of 32. The early stopping rule in Keras on embedding is used to
terminate the training process when the training loss does not decrease for two consecutive epochs.

5. Evaluation and Experimental Results

The evaluation experiments were conducted on two datasets, our test dataset and WikiAll dataset [13]. We choose
WikiAll as an evaluation dataset, because it has been used by most of the published Arabic KPE systems.

The first experiment was carried out using our test dataset. We compare the performance of our system against two
available published systems: The first one is Distiller TF-IDF (D-TF-IDF) [8] which is a pipeline implemented within
the Distiller framework for extracting KPs using the simple statistical approach of Term FrequencyInverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF). Distiller [10] is a knowledge extraction framework which provide a flexible, multilingual KPE
functionalities for about five languages, one of them is Arabic. The second system is KP-Miner [13] which is based on
an unsupervised approach for KPE. It does not need to be trained on a particular document set in order to achieve its
task. KP-Miner can extract KPs from a single document or a corpus of documents. Its heuristic rules can be configured
to suit the document domain and user understandings of the document nature.

We check the systems performance over the top 5, 10 and 15 candidates KPs returned by each system. The lem-
matized versions of the returned KPs are matched with the lemmatized KPs assigned to the dataset documents. Then,
we calculated the Precision (P), Recall (R), F1-score (F1), and Mean Average Precision (MAP) as evaluation metrics.
Table 4 shows these comparison results where our system achieves higher performance.

The second experiment was conducted on WikiAll dataset. We compare the performance in term of Precision,
Recall and Average number of correct detected KPs (Avg. Keys) which are used by the competitive systems. Table 5
shows the performances of five different approaches and our approach. The five approaches are KP-Miner [13], Arabic
TF-IDF, Word2Vec, Hyprid model [34], and MorphKE [21].

8 https://keras.io/
9 https://www.tensorflow.org/

10 https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-toolkit
11 https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/geforce/products/10series/geforce-gtx-1080-ti/
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Table 5: Performance results of our approach compared to other published results on WikiAll dataset.

Precision Recall Avg. Keys

KP-Miner 0.131 0.383 2.491
TF-IDF 0.112 0.349 2.253
Word2Vec 0.092 0.294 1.701
Hybrid 0.101 0.312 2.002
MorphKE 0.131 0.377 2.530
Our System 0.216 0.419 2.851

In Arabic TF-IDF, The candidate KPs are weighted and scored using TFxIDF algorithm which gives low weights
to the unimportant KPs. In addition, it uses a list of stopwords which is very beneficial for Arabic text as some stop-
words in Arabic are compound ones and do not occur frequently. Word2Vec approach employed Googles Word2Vec12

library to measure the similarity between the candidate patterns and the document title. The System was trained using
Wikipedia Arabic dump13 to get the vector representation of the words, then the cosine similarity was used to measure
the distance between the title of each document and its valid KPs patterns. The hybrid approach is a combination
model of Arabic TFxIDF and Word2Vec models [34]. MorphKE is an unsupervised approach based on utilizing the
rich Arabic morphology and syntax to generate a restricted set of meaningful candidates KPs for a single document
[21]. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach performs significantly better than previous methods.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we introduced a deep learning KPE approach based on the Bi-LSTM neural network model for
extracting keyphrases from Arabic text. Since we have a shortage in large-scale datasets for training and evaluating
deep learning models for Arabic KPE, we construct a new dataset consisting in about 6,000 abstracts of scientific
Arabic documents. The dataset attributes are comparable to the English datasets. We used the dataset to train, validate,
and test our approach against the existing systems. The evaluation results show that our approach achieves state-of-
the-art performance in Arabic KPE domain.
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In Arabic TF-IDF, The candidate KPs are weighted and scored using TFxIDF algorithm which gives low weights
to the unimportant KPs. In addition, it uses a list of stopwords which is very beneficial for Arabic text as some stop-
words in Arabic are compound ones and do not occur frequently. Word2Vec approach employed Googles Word2Vec12

library to measure the similarity between the candidate patterns and the document title. The System was trained using
Wikipedia Arabic dump13 to get the vector representation of the words, then the cosine similarity was used to measure
the distance between the title of each document and its valid KPs patterns. The hybrid approach is a combination
model of Arabic TFxIDF and Word2Vec models [34]. MorphKE is an unsupervised approach based on utilizing the
rich Arabic morphology and syntax to generate a restricted set of meaningful candidates KPs for a single document
[21]. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach performs significantly better than previous methods.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we introduced a deep learning KPE approach based on the Bi-LSTM neural network model for
extracting keyphrases from Arabic text. Since we have a shortage in large-scale datasets for training and evaluating
deep learning models for Arabic KPE, we construct a new dataset consisting in about 6,000 abstracts of scientific
Arabic documents. The dataset attributes are comparable to the English datasets. We used the dataset to train, validate,
and test our approach against the existing systems. The evaluation results show that our approach achieves state-of-
the-art performance in Arabic KPE domain.
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